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Editorial
Dear Readers,
It gives me great pleasure to place before you Weldwell Spectrum Vol. 25 issue 3-4. Sincere apologies for the
delay in the combined issue, which marks the end of the year 2018. It is humbly dedicated to the engineering
feats of Indian Scientists and Engineers.
Despite the technology-denial phase of the 80s, the recent achievements, such as the building of the tallest
statue (Statue of Unity) to development of technologies for multiple - launching of satellites, India has made a
place for itself at International level. Some of these are listed as “India’s Glorious Scientiﬁc Achievements”.
Messe Dusseldorf India recently organized a trade fair in Mumbai in end November. This issue covers this
Event - India Essen Welding & Cutting Show along with few photographs.
Power generation plants with coal-fuel have graduated from super critical to advanced ultra super critical
technology. These require nickel-based alloy materials in the various sections capable of operating at higher
temperatures. An alloy that can withstand the new parameters has been developed by Special Metals, a
world leader in the invention, production and supply of the high-nickel, high performance alloys. “Inconel
740H – A Superalloy developed for AUSC Boilers” gives a brief on this special alloy.
We had the privilege of hosting Dr. Stephen McCoy – Global Technical Director, PCC Special Metals, a
company with which we have been proudly associated for the past two decades. ‘Dr.Steve McCoy visits
India’ covers the details of his lecture, presentations, and visits to premium customers.
Practical and helpful recommendations from the manufacturers are listed in the article “Improving Plasma
Cut Quality - Tips” and would prove to be beneﬁcial to practicing engineers.
The catch-phrase ‘To Automate or Not’ has changed to ‘When & How to Automate.’ The number of
manufacturers investigating the beneﬁts of flexible automation or robotic-based systems has rapidly
increased in their quest to lower production costs and produce higher-quality products. Implementing
robotic welding systems for the ﬁrst time involves not only technical, but also commercial calculations.
“Guidance to Investment Calculations for Robotic Welding and Production Automation” would help
engineers justify the investment.
“Providing Automated Welding Solutions ” describes a fully-integrated and automated dual welding
machine for critical applications. The four succesful installations of these machines in the last decade,
have proved their worth in the Indian industry.
Our efforts will continue to make the reading more interesting and helpful. We welcome contributions from
our readers with articles of professional experiences and topics that can be incorporated for the larger
welding fraternity.

Ashok Rai
Editor
Editor-in-chief Dr. S. Bhattacharya
Team: Kapil Girotra; Sandeep Ubhaykar; P S Naganathan; Navin Badlani
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India’s Glorious Scientiﬁc Achievements
* Atomic Clock Development
Has made ISRO one of the few space organisations in the
world to have gained this sophisticated technology.

* India's INSAT system
Is one of the largest domestic communication satellite
systems owned by any country in the Asia-Paciﬁc region.

* Highest number launched in a single mission
By successfully launching a record 104 satellites on
a single rocket, ISRO demonstrated its capability of
handling complex missions.

* World’s thinnest material
With RTM technique of using magnesium diboride,
Indian scientists have synthesized a two-dimensional
material of just one-nanometre thickness. It can ﬁnd a
range of applications – from next-generation batteries
to ultraviolet absorbing ﬁlms.

* GSLV-Mk III
ISRO launched the country's heaviest rocket whose
cryogenic engine was developed indigenously. This has
put India among a league of only ﬁve other such nations
who have the capability to launch heavy satellites without
foreign assistance.

* Statue of Unity
At 182 metres, the steel, concrete and brass-clad statue
is the tallest statue in the world and was constructed in
a record 33 months.
* INS Arihant (SSBN)
This indigenously developed missile, has made India
the ﬁrst country, outside of the ﬁve members of the UN
Security Council, to develop technological capability
to design, build and operate nuclear-powered ballistic
missile submarines.

* Kalamsat
World's smallest satellite, designed by an 18-year-old
from Karur in Tamil Nadu, was flown by NASA into space
in one of its missions. It is named after former President
Abdul Kalam.
* PARAM
India’s ﬁrst ever indigenous supercomputer was a major
milestone in modern India’s technological journey.

* Advanced Technological Vessel (ATV)
ATV, now called “Aakanksha”, is the new project set up
by DRDO under naval command, in line with the focus
on developing indigenous platforms, systems, sensors
and weapons as part of the nation’s modernisation and
expansion of its maritime forces. The Indian Navy has
been focusing to transform India from a buyer’s navy to
a builder’s navy.

* Aryabhata
The ﬁrst unmanned satellite built by India was a
breakthrough achievement in India's space programme.
* Indigenous seeker for BrahMos
India developed this seeker for the world’s fastest and
most formidable anti-ship cruise missile.

* Warship Design Centre
In keeping with the Government of India’s Make in India
policy, L&T has set up this dedicated facility at Kattupalli,
near Chennai. The complete design and engineering of
the high-speed patrol vessels of the order received from
Vietnam are being undertaken at and being built here. The
ﬁrm envisages orders from other South Asian countries,
Philippines, Thailand, Bangladesh and those along the
African coasts.

* Mangalyaan-1
The Mars Orbiter Mission, indigenously built, made India
the only nation in the world to reach Mars in its ﬁrst
attempt.
* Chandrayaan-1
With this mission, ISRO went beyond the Geostationary
Orbit and emerged as the fourth country in the world to
hoist its flag on a lunar surface.

* ION CELLS
ISRO’s Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre (VSSC) has
successfully developed Ion cells and qualiﬁed them
for use in satellites and launch vehicles. They are now
planning to transfer this technology of producing lithium
ion cells to industries for power storage requirements of
the country.

* Scramjet Rocket Engine
ISRO, through this breakthrough technology in
air-breathing propulsion, successfully test-ﬁred the
scramjet rocket engine.
* Indian Regional Navigation Satellite System (IRNSS)
India has realized its dream of having an independent
satellite navigation capability.

* ISRO’s 2019 calendar
ISRO’s 2019 calendar is dotted with 32 new missions, an
ambitious record-making goal. In contrast, 2018 saw
about 14 missions against a goal of 18.

* India's INSAT system
INSAT system Is one of the largest domestic
communication satellite systems owned by any country
in the Asia-Paciﬁc region.
3
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EVENTS – India Essen Welding & Cutting Show

Inauguration Ceremony
The specialist conference “International Welding
Symposium (IWS 2K18)” staged by the Indian Welding
Society promoted the exchange of knowledge between
manufacturers, users and researchers. BHEL also
extended its support towards the technical conference for
the welding Industry. The diverse set of subjects covered
at India Essen Welding & Cutting varied from cutting edge
solution for plants and equipment for joining, surfacing
and cutting processes via thermal spraying right up to
data processing as well as automation processes. Some
of the subjects covered were: Power source innovations
for IOT in welding; Study of requirement of new
generation materials- Study on welding of new materials;
Laser metal deposition; Importance of shielding gases
in exotic metals fabrication; Interpulse TIG; Wire arc
additive manufacturing etc. The presenters included
stalwarts like Dr. Stephen McCoy of Special Metals,
USA; Mr. Hans-Peter Mariner of Polysoude; Mr. Prashant
Ranade MD of Power2U Technology, Australia; Dr.
G.Padmanaham of ARCL; Engineering Representatives
of ADOR; AUSC Mission; Fronius; Godrej Aerospace;
Kobelco; L&T; Panasonic; & WRI.

Messe Düsseldorf India organized India Essen Welding
& Cutting, as part of a trade fair covering the entire
spectrum of metal works and technology including
Wire India, Tube India, and Metallurgy India. Seminars
and exhibitions were held concurrently from 27-29th
November 2018 at Bombay Convention & Exhibition
Centre, Mumbai. DVS (German Welding Society)
supported the initiative once again.
The overall exhibition was spread over an area of
25,000 Sq. Mtr. with 430 exhibitors from 24 countries
participating. Nearly 14,000 trade visitors (including the
visitors from India Essen Welding & Cutting) travelled
to the exhibition halls in Mumbai to ﬁnd out about news
in the sector, make new contacts and expand existing
business relations.
Prominent among the welding companies was Kobelco
India. They participated in full strength, with a few
colleagues from Japan and along with their subsidiary
Taseto Co. The exhibits, including new products, were
well displayed, and lot of technical interaction was seen
in the stall.
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INCONEL 740H – A SUPERALLOY DEVELOPED FOR AUSC BOILERS*
Introduction
There is a strong impetus for development of
cleaner, more efﬁcient power generation. The
efﬁciency of fossil-fuel ﬁred boilers increases with
increasing operating temperature and pressure. A
government/industry consortium has been established
in many countries, including India to undertake efforts
to evaluate and develop advanced materials that allow
the use of advanced steam cycles in coal-based power
plants. There have been progressive increases in these
conditions for boiler design culminating in advanced
ultra-supercritical (AUSC) technology. AUSC boilers are
expected to offer levels of generation efﬁciency over
50% (HHV) and their operation is such that carbon-base
emissions can be readily collected and sequestered.

Coal Ash Corrosion Resistance

Development of Alloy 740H
In pursuit of continuing to provide solutions to critical and
demanding requirements of industries, especially power
industry, Special Metals, a division of Precision Casting
Company, USA, have developed this new alloy 740H.
Initially, Inconel 740 was developed to meet the design
objective set by ASME i.e. creep rupture stress 100 MPa
@100,000 hours at 700 service temperature. However,
the new consortium for header pipe envisaged 760
service heavy section welding capability. Modifying the
Composition of 740 further, Inconel 740H was developed,
which met both the requirements.

Fusion line of thick section
At the same time by balancing the alloy content (Niobium,
Aluminium & Titanium) Inconel 740H exhibits good
thermal stability in addition to high strength

Inconel alloy 740H (UNS NO7740) is a precipitation
hardenable superalloy and derivation of NIMONIC 263,
having high strength and creep resistance at elevated
temperatures along with resistance to coal-ash
corrosion. This alloy is engineered to offer a superior
combination of heat resistance, high temperature,
corrosion resistance, toughness and strength and is used
in the world’s most technically demanding applications
of industry. Some of the Nickel-base alloys strengthened
by precipitation of and their chemical composition are
given below for comaparison:
Alloy Cr

Mo

Al

Ti

Nb

617

22

9

1.2

0.4

0.0028

263

20

6

0.4

2.2

0

740

25

0.5

0.9

1.8

2

740H 25

0.5

1.4

1.4

1.5

SEM micrograph, long time thermal exposure
The following ﬁgure shows allowable stresses at various
temperatures. It clearly shows the advantage Inconel
740H has.

It is noteworthy that Inconel 740H has high Cr and low
Mo for improved fuel ash corrosion resistance as shwon
in the following ﬁgures.
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Dissimilar Welding of 740H

ASME Section II - Allowable Stresses
The normal operating conditions are pointed by the arrow
head and the advantages of Inconel 740H are indicated
below:
Allowable stress advantage for alloy 740H enabled use of
less material at 732/760 .
740H has 20% lower flow stress giving longer pipe
Less welding with 740H pipes.
Heat-treatment of the test material was: Solution anneal
>1100oC + age harden 760 -816 4hrs.
Inconel 740H was found to have excellent resistance to
weld liquation cracking and stable.

SS304 Fins Welded to 740H
Inconel 740H can be welded with dissimilar metals using
Filler Metal 82 to both low alloy or stainless steel, as
shown in the schematic diagram below:

Welding Inconel 740H

Welding of Inconel 740H is different, but not difﬁcult. For
AUSC applications, Inconel 740H are normally welded
in the solution annealed and aged condition. This is a
requirement for power boiler service. Currently, all similar
metal weldments must be joined with matching Inconel
740H ﬁller metals utilizing the GTA or GMA welding
process.

Macro of dissimilar weld joint
Applicable Regulatory Approvals for 740H
Following are some of the applicable approvals by
regulatory bodies
 ASME Section 1, B31.1, Case 190 - B16.34 Valves ASME VIII
 ASTM - B637 Forging -B983-13a, Tube & pipe
 B1007-17 Welded Tube
 AWS -A5.14 ER NiCrCo-1

However, other processes can be used for joining Inconel
740H with other materials. Multiple dissimilar weldments
have been fabricated utilizing SMAW process with Inconel
182 electrodes and produced code quality welds, meeting
the requirements of ASME Section IX. Inconel alloy 740H
is normally joined with a matching composition welding
product designated as Inconel ﬁller metal 740H. Welding
techniques used for alloy 740H have been developed
with emphasis on the procedures and processes for the
heavy section that will be employed for fabrication of
piping systems for AUSC boilers. Hot-wire Gas Tungsten
Arc Welding process (HGTAW), manual Gas Tungsten
Arc Welding (GTAW), Pulsed Gas Metal-Arc Welding
(p-GMAW) have all been evaluated for welding Inconel
740H.

Summary
 Nickel PH alloy developed for >700 power plant
applications
re-phrased mechanical and corrosion properties
 Developed welding & fabrication techniques for aged
material
Manufactured components and fabricated systems
 Coal, AUSC and renewable power applications
Large scale valve forging planned
* Adapted from Special Metals Literature
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Dr.Steve McCoy visits India
“Doosan transition piece design of P92/740H/316H
Joint”. The presentation was well received, particularly
by representatives of AUSC mission; WRI; BHEL and all
those involved with the AUSC Power Applications.

Weldwell Speciality Pvt. Ltd. recently had the privilege
of hosting the visit of Dr. Steve McCoy, Global Technical
Sales Director- PCC Energy Group, including Special
Metals, Wyman Gordan, Rollmet and Klad, during his
visit in November to Mumbai. An alumnus of Manchester
University, he is involved in promotion of base metal
products and welding consumables such as Inconel,
Incoloy, Monel, Nimonic etc. to the Oil & Gas; Power;
Petrochemical; Automotive and Aerospace sectors.

In afternoon, a lively discussion was arranged with
L&T engineers at their Powai works, wherein engineers
from various other units also participated through video
conferencing. Queries and clariﬁcations sought were
satisfactorily answered by Dr. Steve McCoy.

Dr. McCoy presented a paper “Inconel Alloy 740H
for AUSC Power Applications” on behalf of B. Baker,
J.de Barbadilo, R. Gollihue at the specialist conference
International Welding Symposium (IWS 2K18), which
was a part of the India Essen Trade Fair on November 27,
2018.The topics dwelt were High temperature properties
of Inconel 740H for high pressure applications;
Development history of Inconel alloy 740H; Steam pipe
design; Design of joints; Fabrication cost comparison;
Welding of Inconel 740H and special discussion on

Later in the evening, Dr. Steve McCoy delivered another
lecture “Nickel alloys and their applications”. This
lecture was held under the aegis of Indian Institute of
Welding at IIT Mumbai, Powai Campus and sponsored by
Weldwell Speciality Pvt. Ltd., authorised representatives
of Special Metals-Welding Products Company. The
Lecture, which was attended by more than 100 welding
professionals, was followed by an interactive Q & A
Session

Dr.Steve McCoy delivering a lecture at IWS 2k18
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Guidance to Investment Calculations and Production Automation
by Holamo, O.P of Kemppi Oy

The focus of this article is on aspects, which should be taken into consideration when handling investment
calculations related to production automation, like robotics

Typical Robotic Welding System
INTRODUCTION

Therefore, the preferred tool for evaluating the proﬁtability
of investments is typically the one that utilizes net present
value (NPV) instead or in addition to the calculation of
“payback time”. Internal rate of return (IRR) or calculations
based on annuity can also be used.
From the ﬁnancial point of view, the NPV formula could
look as follows:

Production engineers often get excited about new
technical solutions and tend to think that the beneﬁts of
new investments are also obvious to everybody else in
the company. The surprise might be unpleasant, if the
enthusiastic engineer has not been prepared to argue
his case properly.
HOW TO PRESENT
Production development engineers face typically a
question: What is the payback period of the proposed
investment? Relevant question, but let’s start with
pointing out that “payback period” does not actually
describe the proﬁtability of an investment; it just
describes the time needed to “repay” the amount of
money used for the investment. In its simplest format,
it does not consider the time value of money, risks
involved, opportunity costs, etc..

NPV(i) =

Σ

N
t=1

Rt
RV
-C
t +
(1+i) (1+i) N

NPV(i) discounted value of the investment
T time periods (years)
N total number of periods = depreciation time
i company set target for internal rate of return
Rt cash flow during period t
RV residual value at the end of depreciation time
Co the total initial investment cost
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of a welding robot, it can be the sales value of welded
consumable kilos, produced during a time period (t).
It is easy to see that the feasibility of an automation
investment depends heavily on high utilization rate of
increased production capacity. In the case of robotic
arc welding, one robot could be producing 6000...12 000
kg of weld per year, while one manual welder produces
1500...2000 kg in the same time. If we assume that the
customer pays the same amount of money per welded
consumable kg in product and the demand is there, the
earnings are easy enough to estimate for both concepts.
Why comparing investment cost to direct labour cost of
today is not enough in production automation cases?
When estimating the proﬁtability of investments made
for production automation, one should be aware of the
following points:

If, with given restrictions for N and i, the output NPV(i)>0,
the investment is, in general, proﬁtable. Net present value
(NPV) calculations are useful when comparing different
kinds of investments with each other, like “paint shop” vs.
“welding line” or in simple “apple to apple” situations like
should I purchase welding power source A or B and when
making “make or buy” decisions like should I produce this
part myself or outsource it.
The focus of this paper is on aspects, which should
be taken into consideration when handling investment
calculations related to production automation, like
robotics. In these cases, the NPV will show which
investment is the most proﬁtable, indicated by the highest
NPV value. So, in short, there should be one NPV value
for each alternative production concept, continuing with
current concept being one.
At this point it is good to remember that comparing
resulting NPV ﬁgures, we see only the relative proﬁtability
of different production concepts. Typically, shareholders
seek both growth and proﬁtability for their companies.
It is essential that compared production concepts are
compatible in both categories. All concepts have to offer
same capacity so that cost per produced unit can be
calculated with the same volumes.

• Comparing only direct labour cost [$/h] to proposed
investment leads easily to wrong conclusions.
• In order to be able to determine the “Rt” factor in the
NPV formula accurately, we must understand the role of
manufacturing activities in the company as a whole
While most companies know exactly how much hourly
wages are today, they are not necessarily aware of how
much each actual manufacturing function costs for the
company today or in the coming years.
In this paper, the costs are divided in to the three different
categories, presenting cost factors that should be
determined for all alternatives before any real comparison
between choices can be made.

Notes on variables used in formula:
Since targeted internal rate of return (i) and depreciation
time (N) are more dependent on company internal
ﬁnancial rules and local laws than actual manufacturing
operations, these factors are not addressed in this
paper in detail. They should anyhow be the same for all
comparable investments. While residual value (RV) of
a non-automated production concept might easily be
estimated as zero, the residual value of the automation
investment can still be signiﬁcant after determined
depreciation time (N). Depending on company policy,
the depreciation time can vary a lot, but generally three
to seven years should be acceptable. Average technical
lifetime for a robot is however 12 to 15 years. Therefore, it
is fair to argue that some residual value, at the end of this
relative short depreciation time, should be considered
when making investment calculations for automated
production systems.
Initial investment cost (Co) should include the costs of
equipment and software purchases as well as training,
project management and other internal costs like
infrastructure changes, etc., caused by the proposed
investment. These costs are related time-wise directly
to purchasing and commissioning of the automation
system.
Cash flow in each period can be calculated as follows:
Rt = earnings – operational costs
Earnings present the end customer value increase,
which the investment provides. For example, in the case

Category 1:
Each work stage is directly burdened by costs like:
• direct wages, • cost of the workshop floor area used by
each work stage (building and related infrastructure like
heating etc.), • cost of the management and supervision,
• costs of tools and materials, and • costs for shared
utilities like overhead cranes etc.
Category 2:
There are also costs that burden the work stage but are
harder to deﬁne if they have not been systematically
traced.
They occur, for example, because of the current way
operations are done. These could be costs like:
• costs for quality activities (inspection, repair work),
• costs caused by work in progress (WIP),
• costs caused by long/varying lead times (delivery
accuracy),
• health and safety related costs,
• overtime / additional working hours in downstream
work stages which are needed to manage the variability
of manual work in previous stages, and
• overtime / additional working hours from all supporting
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resources, like supervision and logistics, resulting from
above listed issues.
Important note! Sometimes the cost of reduced WIP
alone can justify the investment on automation.

• [1/year] - inventory turnover rate • Etc.
Current KPI ﬁgures can be compared with the evaluated
KPI ﬁgures, which are based on investments. The new
production concept with proposed investments should
be able to give better results, over the chosen time frame,
as visualized by selected KPI’s than the existing system.
Similarly, in case of “green ﬁeld” factories, two or more
different concepts can be compared.

Category 3:
Some costs are related to the availability of needed
resources over a period. They can be pointed out, but
typically, not accurately calculated, only estimated. A
few examples:
• The easiest to understand here are the labour costs
for skilled labour, which are increasing because of
macro-economic reasons – one individual company
has little or no means at all to influence these. Since
investments on production automation are made for
several years into the future, the labour costs of today
cannot be used for the total period of an investment’s life
time. Instead, the changes in labour costs over a period
of 10...15 years should be considered. 7..15 % annual rise
in these costs is not unheard of.
• The effect of learning curve can be decisive. Each
time a new product is introduced to a work phase, the
processing time for the 1st product could be for example
50-150 % longer than the calculated optimum target
time. It takes several products for workers to learn
how to achieve the target throughput time. Automation
standardizes production activities, because once setup,
they repeat the same productivity in individual work
stages ever after – unlike humans. This can result in
dramatic savings in lead times with every new product
introduction (NPI).
The last point is not an actual cost factor, but a
fundamental fact to be recognized:
Can the job be done in general without automation?
Can the targeted turnover (volume) and proﬁt be reached
when considering:
• accuracy, • quality, • speed, • process related hazards,
health and safety of workers, • general availability of
skilled workers, and • limitations on floor and storage
space, material flow etc.

Conclusions:

If the conclusion is that the job cannot be done without
automation, using labour cost as comparison and an
element in calculation formula to determine savings
is more or less irrelevant. Don’t forget measuring with
Key Performance Indicators. Once all cost factors are
identiﬁed, they can be added up and tied with actual
products rather than resource hours. At this point simple,
relevant Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) can be made
available for production stages. For example:

• Check the system has all the components required for
the successful installation including the peripherals.

• It may not be correct to consider using cost as the
deciding factor.
• Avoid comparing apples and oranges In order to
understand the impact of investments on automation in
production, a wider perspective should be taken in use.
Together with new production equipment, also production
planning and scheduling must be modiﬁed to serve the
selected production concept.
• Investments on automation should be considered as a
strategic issue and whole production concepts should be
evaluated, instead of individual work steps.
• Traditional investment calculation tools can be used to
evaluate the proﬁtability of automation investments, if a
comprehensive and compatible evaluation of alternatives
is done. The key question is then which concept provides
the best proﬁtability and required production capacity for
the company?
• What is the cost per produced unit over determined
period is a more relevant question than how much does
this one piece of equipment cost, which replaces one of
our current functions.
• It is important to consider measures to prevent
hidden costs for a pleasant transition to a high quality
automation system.
• Study the details of not only the present, but future
requirments.

• Robotic wellding systems require expertise of trained
welders. Therefore, training personnel should be
considered.
• For ﬁrst installations, it is necessary to plan for manual
work stations as a backup for difﬁcult situations.

• [$/tn] - cost of produced steel tn
• [$/m] - cost of welded meter (or kg)
• [$] - cost of average WIP
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Improving Plasma Cutting Quality -Tips
Introduction:
Although Air Plasma Cutting systems are in extensive use, problems with cut quality are frequently encountered.
The following tips would help improve your plasma cutting experience.

1: For square cuts, choose appropriate direction of the
plasma arc cutting and adjust the cutting direction, if
needed

being cut as recommended in the Instruction Manual
* Metal type and thickness
* Desired cut quality and Productivity goals
* Select correct plasma and shield gas, if using a dual-gas
plasma cutting system
* Select correct parameters for:
Gas pressures (or flow rates)
Torch-to-work distance and arc voltage
Cutting speed

Contour:
*The plasma arc typically spins clockwise with standard
consumables.
* Good side of the cut is to the right side of the torch, as
it travels forward.

Conﬁrm the correct consumables (tips) are being used
and verify the part numbers.

Workpiece

Note: Generally, lower amperage processes offer better
angularity and surface ﬁnish; however, cutting speeds
will be slower and dross levels will be higher.
3: Inspect consumables for wear

Internal feature (hole):
*Torch travels counter-clockwise
* Good side of the cut is to the right side of the torch, as
it travels forward.
Plate with internal hole
End point

Off-centre Burns
* Replace worn consumables
* Always replace the nozzle and electrode at the same
time and avoid over-lubricating O-rings

Start

Note: Use genuine Hypertherm consumables to ensure
maximum cutting performance.

Cut Line
Arrows indicate cut direction

2: Selection and adhering to the correct process for
the material and speciﬁcations with respect to thickness

4: Ensuring the squareness of the torch to the workpiece
Level the workpiece - Square the torch to the workpiece
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Note: Cutting speed may also impact your dross levels.
Right Speed – uniform minimal dross.
Top spatter: Cutting speed too fast, reduce cutting speed.

(both from the front and side of the torch)

Note: In addition to speed, both material chemistry and
surface ﬁnish can impact dross levels; as workpiece
heats up, more dross may form on subsequent cuts.
7: Identify and repair any leaks or restrictions
Use properly sized regulators and gas lines
Use pure, high-quality gas
If manual purge required, conﬁrm purging cycle was
completed
Consult the gas distributor

Note: Check to see if material is bent or warped; in
extreme cases, this limitation cannot be corrected.
5: Maintaining the torch-to-work distance set at the
proper height Adjust torch-to-work distance to the
correct setting, If using arc voltage control, adjust voltage
Correct pierce height is essential. If the torch pierces too
low, the consumable parts will be damaged. This is the
number one cause of premature parts and torch failures
(see Fig. 1). If it attempts to pierce too high, the arc will not
transfer, causing a misﬁre. The rule of thumb is to pierce
at 150-200 percent of the cut height. Pierce high; cut low.

8.Using Quality Consumables

Cutting or piercing too close to the plate will most likely
result in spatter sticking to the front of your consumables.
The nozzle on the left is brand new with a perfectly round
oriﬁce to guide the plasma arc. The oriﬁce for the nozzle
on the right has very small notches that will affect the
quality of the plasma arc.
Note: As consumable parts wear, arc voltage settings
need continual adjustment to maintain torch-to-work
distance.

Perform a quick visual inspection of your plasma
consumables to see if they are worn, dinged, or damaged.
These are precision parts, so any surface imperfections
can hurt system performance. Be sure to replace your
consumables when it is necessary. Also, remember
to lubricate O-rings when changing consumables, but
don’t overlubricate because that will harm your system’s
performance as well. Though less common, it could
be possible that the consumables that you’re using are
incorrect for the torch. If you continue to have issues,
double-check to make sure the part numbers on your
consumables match the numbers found in your owner’s
manual.

Torch-to-work distance can impact angularity
Negative cut angle: torch too low; increase torch-to-work
distance.
Positive cut angle: torch too high; decrease
torch-to-work distance.
Note: A slight variation in cut angles may be normal, as
long as it is within tolerance.
6: Cutting speed- Adjust as needed.

High-speed dross: Cutting speed too fast
(arc lags behind), reduce cutting speed.

Genuine Spares

High-speed dross: utting speed too slow (arc shoots
ahead), increase cutting speed

In the case of automated systems, extra care regarding
vibration of the torch and tuning of the table may be
regularly required.
Source: Post by Hypertherm
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Providing Automated Welding Solutions
 Remote Operator Pendant-Full
touchscreen pendant available.

For critical and demanding applications like Seam
Welding, Circumferential Welding or Custom Weld
Systems, we are pleased to introduce Computer
Controlled TIG/PLASMA Welding Systems that are
-‘Fully Integrated’ for Automated Welding.

function

HMI

 Synchronized current, voltage, travel and wire feed.
 Torch and backup gas flow meters with gas fault
sensors.

Precision TIG Welding equipment, manufactured by
WELDLOGIC INC., UK, are supplied. Installed and serviced
in India by Weldwell Speciality Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai, for more
than a decade. The fourth such machine has recently
been supplied for the critical welding application of
welding small diameter tubes with thin walls.

 Password protected operator /engineering modes.
 programmable operator overrides 0-100% *Minimal
operator skill required.
 Detects and indicates faults i.e. gas flow; voltage;
current and travel limits.

The AWS 200-400-800 Advanced Welding Systems
are microprocessor-based systems designed and
built to provide a high quality, economically-priced,
very accurate and repeatable total welding systems.
These totally integrated systems combine either a
2200/400/800 ampere AC/DC power supply, travel rate
servo, arc distance control and wire feed servo, all in one
rugged modular enclosure. It is a highly reﬁned, ﬁeld
proven product.

 Purge time control, Upslope and Downslope
*Operator-friendly remote control & weld program
selector.
 Isolated inputs and outputs (I/O), standard I/O to PLC
and other devices i.e. data acquisition; safety switches,
auto feeder, etc.
 Can weld at as low a current as 1 Amp * Cold wire feed
with capability of 2.5 mm/min. to 2500 mm/min.

Unique Features
 Close loop servo control of weld curent, travel speed,
arc distance control & Wire feed.

 Can weld curved surfaces and traverse over 75 to 150
mm.
 High OCV, hence can strike arc even in Helium
atmosphere.

 External memory, via flash drive, stores unlimited
multi-level weld schedules.
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NEWS FROM INDUSTRY
*L&T Shipbuilding, Kattupalli, have consistently been
delivering Defense Ships ahead of schedule and are
designing and ﬁtting together 54 interceptor boats, seven
offshore patrol vessels for the coast guard and a floating
dry dock for the Navy.

*The Welding Research Institute (WRI) has developed a
new productive welding process: Magnetically Impelled
Arc Butt Welding (MIAB), which holds good potential for
usage in automated tubular butt welding applications.
*TAL Manufacturing Solutions (a Tata Motors
subsidiary) recently launched the TAL Brabo Robots.
These robots are indigenously developed with payloads
of 2kg & 10 Kg as the two variants. With this, a quantum
leap has been taken by the industry revolutionizing
industrial manufacturing in India.

* Garden Reach Shipbuilders & Engineers (GRSE)
have been awarded a contract to build Survey
Vehicles, capable of full-scale coastal and deep-water
hydrographic survey of ports and harbours for Indian
Navy. This defense PSU has delivered the highest
number of warships, ranging from Advanced Frigates to
Anti-Submarine Warfare.

*Godrej Aerospace, is setting up a cutting-edge
manufacturing facility, for manufacture of specialized
helicopter tanks, partnering with UK based GKN
Aerospace, who would provide the technology.

*MIDHANI, as a defense PSU is in the process of
taking various steps to reduce the dependency on
China for the strategic metals and make the country
self-reliant in the sector.

*IIW; A recent IIW study projected a shortage of 60,000
welding professionals at the industrial clusters in
Ahmedabad, Vadodara, Junagadh, Jamnagar, Rajkot,
Alang and Surat. IIW, through its Vadodara branch, has
offered to partner with the Gujarat Government for skill
upgradation of youth and overcome the shortage of
competency-certiﬁed welding workforce.

*Larsen and Toubro joins a select group of global
fabricators that are signiﬁcantly contributing to the
building of the largest nuclear fusion reactor, a project
of ITER. Most of the fabrication of the 54 segments
entrusted have been completed, including the 3850-ton
Cryostat at the core of the system.

*L&T Defense completed the delivery of ‘the 1,000 th.
Integrated Defense Airframe System hardware of Akash
missile. It now gears up to produce QUAD launcher for
BRAHMOS missiles.

*Flue Gas Desulphurization (FGD) In view of the
mandate of installing FGD, systems at the existing and
upcoming thermal power plants; L&T has entered into a
long term agreement with Japan’s Chiyoda Corporation
to use their FGD technology.

*Godrej Process Equipment has acquired the Yuba and
Ecolaire brands and design technologies from SPX Heat
Transfer, a subsidary of SPX Corporation, USA. With this
strategic acquisition, Godrej has the capability to provide
end-to-end solutions in the Heat Exchanger Auxilaries
space in the Power Sector. Godrej, under license, had
manufactured Yuba design Feedwater Heaters, which
were supplied to NPCIL,Tata Power, GSECL, NTPC,
Toshiba, among others.

*Reliance Industries is planning to expand its reﬁnery
complex. The 5.8- mt addition would raise the capacity to
41 million tonnes and make it the largest. The 5.8 million
tonnes addition would raise the capacity to 41 million
tonnes, making it the largest reﬁnery in the world.
*BEML and L&T signed a MOU to jointly capitalise on
the emerging opportunities for defence products and
systems.

*Nuclear Power Corporation of India (NPCIL) is joining
hands with Westinghouse Electric Company, a leading
supplier of nuclear reactors in US. They plan to set up
six nuclear plants in India under the latest India-US Joint
Statement. This may also lead to export of nuclear plants
from India.

*Mahindra & Mahindra have bagged the order to
assemble BAE’s 145 ultra-light guns in a govt.-to-govt.
deal. This has strengthened the private, public
partnership in catering to the country’s defence
requirements.

*Godrej Aerospace, a business unit of Godrej & Boyce
Mfg. Co, Ltd., have recently built and supplied the ﬁrst
Air Frame Assembly of the Air launched version of the
BrahMos missile to DRDL, for qualiﬁcation. This is in
the continuous tradition of contributing towards India’s
defense capabilities.

*Dassault Reliance Aviation Limited (DRAL), a joint
venture of Reliance Defense with Dassault (France), have
bagged a contract for a part of the offsets in the recent
Rafale jets ordered by the Indian government.
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When you need

Special Welding Products
Think of Weldwell

Ni & Ni Alloy
Consumables

Cr Mo Steel Consumables

Stainless Fluxcored &
Non- purging wires

Low Alloy Consumables

Copper and Copper Alloys

Cobalt Alloys

Stainless Steel
Consumables

Thermal Spray Powders

Aluminium &
Aluminim Alloys

Special
Consumables

Consumable Inserts

Welding Aids, Flexible
Enclosures

Inverter Welding
Machines

Welding Equipments

Air Plasma Cutting
Machines

& Nivek Agencies
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Dr. C. Gidwani Road, Chembur,
Mumbai - 400 074.
Website: www.weldwell.com

+91 22 66462000 / 25205523
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